NHDP

- AUTH48
- Been Crossing the i’s and dotting the t’s
- New version of XML produced, final review
- Off to RFC Editor for publication as RFC6130

Wednesday, March 30, 2011
OLSRv2

• Backburner, pending NHDP, but....
• Editorial clean-up (done)
• Metrics-motivational text (done)
• Metrics in algorithms (in progress)
• Getting it right, not getting it rushed
Other Stuff?

- With NHDP “done”, time for SMF .... (reviewed -1 1, editorial left, support WGLC)
- Would request WGLC for packetbb-sec?
- Would also request WGLC for: report-mib, NHDP-mib?
- Ramp up also NHDP-sec - WG document?